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CERTIFIED QUESTION OF LA WI 

Whether West Virginia permits a claim of failure to warn and negligent misrepresentation against 

a branded drug manufacturer when the drug ingested was produced by a generic manufacturer. 

I Because the complaint contains a claim for negligence, rather than for negligent misrepresentation, 
plaintiffs suggest that the Certified Question be reformulated as follows: "Whether West Virginia 
permits a claim offailure to warn and negligence against a branded drug manufacturer when the drug 
ingested was produced by a generic manufacturer." 
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1-6.2 

INTRODUCTION 

This case presents a crucially important question of first impression: whether a brand

name prescription drug manufacturer can be held liable for injuries caused by a mislabeled, 

generic version of its drug. 

Plaintiffs say that the answer should be "yes" because brand-name drug manufacturers 

are responsible for the labels for all drugs, both brand-name and generic. In light of this fact, it 

makes perfect sense that brand-name manufacturers should be responsible when their failure to 

update their labels to warn of serious drug hazards injures consumers of generic drugs. It's 

really that simple. 

This Court's task is to decide whether that simple answer comports with West Virginia's 

tort law, or whether a contrary result is compelled by Foster v. American Home Products Corp. 

29 F.3d 165 (4th Cir. 1994), which presented a similar question under Maryland tort law, but was 

disavowed by the Fourth Circuit in its decision certifying the question in this very case. See J.A. 

Since it was decided over twenty years ago, Foster has been the leading case for the view 

that brand-name manufacturers should be categoricaily immune from liability for injuries caused 

by generic drugs. Foster was premised on the belief that manufacturers of generic drugs are 

"permitted to add or strengthen warnings and delete misleading statements on labels, even 

without prior FDA approval." Id. (citing Foster, supra, 29 F.3d at 170). In PLIVA, Inc. v. 

Mensing, 564 U.S. 604 (2011), however, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected Foster's core premise 

2 Citations to "J.A." are to the Joint Appendix submitted in connection with this appeal. 
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when it held that federal law requires generic drug manufacturers to copy the brand-name label 

"verbatim." Id. at 613. 

In McNair, the Fourth Circuit acknowledged that, "after Mensing, ... it is no longer the 

case that generic manufacturers can alter FDA-approved labels." J.A. 5. Based on this fact, the 

McNair court admitted (a) that Foster is no longer controlling; and (b) that West Virginia 

"precedent leaves open the possibility that brand-name manufacturers may be liable for failure to 

warn when a plaintiff ingests the generic drug." [d. 

Based on these findings, the Fourth Circuit certified the following question to this Court: 

Whether West Virginia permits a claim of failure to warn and negligent 

misrepresentation against a branded drug manufacturer when the drug ingested 

was produced by a generic manufacturer. 

[d. This Court therefore has the opportunity, for the first time since the Fourth Circuit decided 

Foster, to decide this important question on a clean slate.3 

Unlike when the Fourth Circuit decided Foster, we now know, because Mensing told us 

so, that brand-name drug companies are responsible for the labels for all drugs, both brand-name 

and generic. Mensing, 546 U.S. at 613. We also know that federal drug laws require generic 

drugs to be pharmacologically "bioequivalent" to brand-name drugs-so brand-name drugs and 

generic drugs are, for all intents and purposes, identical. See Mutual Pharm Co. v. Bartlett, 122 

S. Ct. 2466, 2471 (2013). Finally, we know that West Virginia-like most states-has a law that 

3 As explained below, the complaint in this action does not contain a claim for negligent 
misrepresentation; instead, plaintiffs assert claims for strict liability failure to warn and negligence. 
Thus, although the Certified Question is framed in ternlS of "negligent misrepresentation," the 
proper question is "Whether West Virginia permits a claim of failure to warn and negligence 
against a branded drug manufacturer when the drug ingested was produced by a generic 
manufacturer. " 
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"compels phannacies to fill prescriptions for brand-name drugs with generic equivalents." J.A. 4 

(citing W. Va. Code § 30-5-12b(b».4 

These three aspects of this case-the "duty of sameness" between brand-name and 

generic labels, the "bioequivalence" between brand-name and generic drugs, and West Virginia's 

pharmacy substitution statute-take this tort out of the realm of mere foreseeability and into the 

realm of absolute certainty. There is no question that misrepresentations on the label of a brand

name drug pose just as much of a risk to consumers of generic versions of that drug as they do to 

consumers of the brand. The only question is whether, despite this fact of absolute 

foreseeability, brand-name drug manufacturers should be categorically immune from liability for 

any injuries, no matter how serious or preventable, that they cause consumers of generic versions 

of their drugs. 

Such immunity would be directly contrary to the tort laws of this state and would 

constitute terrible public policy. Over eighty percent of all prescription drugs consumed in this 

country are made by generic manufacturers. But, because generic manufacturers are required to 

use the same labels as brand name manufacturers, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that they 

cannot be liable for any injuries caused by inadequately labeled generic drugs. See Mensing, 546 

U.S. at 613. If this Court immunizes brand-name manufacturers as well, then consumers of 

inadequately labeled generic drugs will have no recourse for their injuries. This Court should 

reject this draconian and unnecessary result. 

4 See W. Va. Code § 30-5 -12b(b) specifically provides that "[a] pharmacist who recei ves a 
prescription for a brand name drug ... shall substitute a less expensive generic name drug ... unless 
in the exercise of his or her professional judgment the pharmacist believes that the less expensive 
drug is not suitable for the particular patient [or] ... the prescribing practitioner indicates that ... a 
specific brand name drug is medically necessary."). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. 	KIMMY MCNAIR WAS INJURED BY A GENERIC VERSION OF LEVOFLOXACIN 
THAT BORE AN INADEQUATE LABEL WRITTEN BY JANSSEN. 

This case involves a generic drug, levofloxacin, which injured plaintiffs as a direct result 

of its inadequate label. That label was written by its patent holder and manufacturer, defendant 

Janssen Pharmaceuticals, which marketed the drug under the trade name of Levaquin®. 

When Janssen's patent expired, other companies began manufacturing and distributing 

generic versions of levofloxacin. When they did so, federal law required the generic 

manufacturers to use the exact same warnings Janssen produced. No additions or subtractions 

were permitted by the generic manufacturers. See J.A. 2. 

The plaintiffs in this case, Kimmy and Larry McNair, filed an action in the Circuit Court 

of Kanawha County against Janssen Pharmaceuticals, alleging that in March 2012, Kimmy 

developed acute respiratory distress syndrome ("ARDS") after taking levofloxacin, which had 

been given to her along with warning information prepared by Janssen. She alleges that the drug 

caused her to develop severe, permanent pulmonary impairment and subsequent multiple organ 

system failure. See J.A. 150-158. 

The McNairs further allege that Janssen was aware that ARDS had been linked to the use 

of levofloxacin but negligently failed to include this fact in its warnings, knowing that this 

omission would exist not only in its own distribution of Levaquin, but also in the warnings 

accompanying the distribution of the generic versions. See J.A. 150-158. The McNairs' theory 

ofliability is that even though Kimmy took a generic version manufactured by Dr. Reddy's 

Laboratories, federal law mandated that Janssen had exclusive control of the content of the 

warnings that went out to the public and to health care providers for both the name-brand drug 

4 




and the generic forms and therefore Janssen is liable for injuries caused by the lack of warning 

that levofloxacin might induce ARDS. Id. 

The complaint includes causes of action for negligence, see l.A. 153-154; negligent 

pharmaco-vigilance, see l.A. 154-155; strict liability failure to warn, l.A. 155; breach of express 

and implied warranty, see l.A. 155; and failure to warn, see l.A. 155. Plaintiffs seek general and 

punitive damages for Kimmy's "severe and persistent pulmonary impairment," which they allege 

is permanent, see l.A. 156, and her other serious physical, mental, and economic injuries. See 

l.A. 156-157. Kimmy's husband seeks damages for loss of comfort and consortium. See l.A. 

157. 

B. 	THE FEDERAL COURT PROCEEDINGS. 

Janssen removed the action to federal court on diversity grounds. See 28 U.S.c. § 

1332(a)(1); 28 U.S.c. § 1441(b). Janssen then moved for summary judgment 011 plaintiITs' t:ulirt: 

lawsuit. Its sole argument was that it could not be liable for a drug it did not manufacture or 

distribute because, under West Virginia law, a "manufacturer's culpability in a product liability 

case is tied to conduct associated with designing or manufacturing a defective product." l.A. 201 

(citation omitted). Janssen asserted that, because it did not make the actual tablets that injured 

Kimmy, it could not be held liable even though it authored the label for the drug that caused her 

to suffer irreparable damage to her lungs and even though plaintiffs' claims specifically allege 

that her injuries were caused by the inadequacy in that label.s 

5 See l.A. 153-154 ("Negligence" cause of action alleging that defendants breached their 
general duty of care by "carelessly and negligently failing to adequately warn the medical 
community and general public ... of the dangers in using Levanquin, including but not limited to 
the development of ARDS"); l.A. 155 ("Strictliability - Failure to Warn" cause of action alleging 
that defendants breached their "duty to provide adequate information and warning regarding 
potential side effects, adverse reactions, and/or safety of prescribing and use of Levaquin); l.A. 
155 ("Failure to Warn" cause of action alleging that defendants, "by advertising, marketing, and 
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The district court agreed, relying heavily on the Fourth Circuit's ruling in Foster v. Am. 

Home Prods Corp., 29 F.3d 165 (4th Cir. 1994), which "rejected 'the contention that a name 

brand manufacturer's statements regarding its drug c[ould] serve as the basis for liability for 

injuries caused by another manufacturer's drug." J.A. 237 (quoting Foster, 28 F.3d at 170). 

The district court went on to hold that the plaintiffs' negligence and strict liability failure 

to warn claim must fail because, under West Virginia law, a plaintiff may only recover if"a 

product was defective when it left the manufacturer and the defective product was the proximate 

cause of the plaintiffs injuries." J.A. 239 (quoting Meade v. Parsley, No. 09-388, 2009 WL 

3906716, at *3 (S.D.W. Va. Nov. 13,2009 (Copenhaver, J.) (quoting Dunn v. Kanawha County 

Bd. ofEduc., 194 W. Va. 40, 46, 459 S.E.2d 151, 157 (W. Va. 1995)). 

The district court reasoned that, "because the defendants did not manufacture the product 

that Kimmy McNair ingested, 'there is no proximate cause,' and no basis on which to hold them 

liable." J.A. 239 (citations omitted). In so ruling, the court did not acknowledge that, because 

plaintiffs' claims centered on inadequacies in the product's label, and the label was written by 

Janssen, the defendant's actions were the "proximate cause" of the plaintiffs' injuries. 

The district court went on to conclude that plaintiffs' implied and express warranty 

claims must also fail because such claims can only be brought against the seller of the drugs that 

caused the plaintiffs' injuries. The court reasoned that, because Kimmy McNair ingested a 

generic version of the drug that harmed her, "and the defendants consequently were not the 

placing into the stream of commerce created a duty to warn and educate ordinary consumers, 
including Mrs. McNair, of the risks associated [with] Levaquin," and that defendants breached that 
duty by failing "to warn Mrs. McNair that the use of Levaquin could potentially result in 
development of ARDS.") 
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'seller' of the goods at issue," they "thus made no warranty at all about the specific product that 

she (or [her husband] Larry purchased and ultimately ingested." J.A. 241. 

Here, too, the district court did not acknowledge that the "warranty" on the drug that 

harmed plaintiffs was-again-written by Janssen, or that it was written about a product-the 

defendant's brand-name version of levofloxacin-that is identical to the product that injured the 

plaintiffs. 

The district court did recognize that, in light of the "broad preemption of claims against 

generic manufacturers" for injuries caused by mislabeled generic drugs, its decision would 

effectively render plaintiffs unable to recover any compensation from any drug manufacturer, 

brand-name or generic. See J.A. 236 (discussing the "unfortunate quirk" that, under Mensing, 

131 S. Ct. at 2581, "plaintiffs who ingest a brand-name drug may well have a cause of action 

against the brand-name manufacturer, but those who ingest a generic drug with the same 

composition and the same label as the brand-name drug have no similar recourse against the 

generic manufacturer.") Despite this recognition, the district court dismissed plaintiffs' lawsuit 

in its entirety, leaving them with no ability to seek any remedy for their injuries. 

Plaintiffs appealed to the Fourth Circuit on July 21,2015, arguing that the district court's 

decision rested heavily on Foster, which was wrongly decided and should be revisited. In 

response, the Fourth Circuit, after noting that Foster rested on a mistake oflaw (see J .A. 5)-

namely, that "generic drug manufacturers can alter FDA approved labels"-stated that this 

Court's "precedent leaves open the possibility that brand-name manufacturers may be liable for 

failure to warn when a plaintiff ingests the generic drug." !d. Rather than speculate on how this 

Court would rule, however, the Fourth Circuit certified "the controlling question of West 
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Virginia law," which it identified as "[w ]hether West Virginia permits a claim of failure to warn 

and negligent misrepresentation against a branded manufacturer when the drug ingested was 

produced by a generic manufacturer." /d. 

C. 	 FEDERAL DRUG LABELING LAW DOES NOT ALLOW GENERIC DRUG MANUFACTURERS 
TO UNILATERALLY ALTER DRUG LABELS. 

All prescription drugs sold in this country require the approval of the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) before they may be marketed. See 21 U.S.C § 355(a). To obtain approval 

for a new drug, a brand-name manufacturer must submit a "New Drug Application" (NDA) 

demonstrating the drug's safety and effectiveness through clinical trials. See 21 U.S.C 

§§ 355(b ), (d). 

NDA applicants must also propose labeling for the drug, which must identify, among 

other things, appropriate use of the product, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and 

adverse reactions. See 21 CF.R. § 201.56. In particular, the drug's label must bear "such 

adequate warnings against use ... where its use may be dangerous ... as are necessary for the 

protection of users." 21 U.S.C. § 352(f)(2).6 

"Originally the same rules applied to all drugs." Mensing, 564 U.S. at 613. In 1984, 

however, Congress passed the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act 

("Hatch-Waxman"), which allows an applicant to file an abbreviated NDA-an "ANDA"-for a 

new generic drug. See 21 U.S.C § 355G)(2)(A). In return, Hatch-Waxman extended patent 

6 Under federal law, the term "label" includes not only the fine print on a bottle or box 
containing the medication, but also any printed material inside the container, any marketing 
materials, and the drug's corresponding entry in the Physician's Desk Reference, an exhaustive 
compendium of drug labels that physicians consult to educate themselves regarding drug 
information. See 21 U.S.C § 321(m); 21 CF.R. § 202.1(1)(2). Consistent with federal law, this 
brief uses the term "label" broadly to encompass all these items. 
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protection for brand-name drug manufacturers to account for the time spent in the FDA's drug 

approval process. See 35 U.S.c. §156(a)(4). 

Under Hatch-Waxman, generic drugs can obtain FDA approval simply by showing (1) 

equivalence to a brand-name drug that has already been approved by the FDA. Mensing, 564 

U.S. at 612 (citing 21 U.S.c. § 355G)(2)(A»; and (2) that the generic drug's label "is the same as 

the labeling approved for the [brand-name] drug." Ibid. (citing 21 U.S.c. §§ 355(j)(2)(A)(v), 

355(j)(4)(G». 

Once a drug is approved by the FDA, all manufacturers of that drug-brand-name and 

generic alike-must use the label approved by, and on file with, the FDA. See 21 C.F.R. § 

314.70(b)(2)(v). The label's content, however, is not set in stone. Rather, FDA regulations 

provide that approved drug labeling "shall be revised to include a warning as soon as there is 

reasonable evidence of an association of a serious hazard with a drug[.]." Id. § 201.80(e) 

(emphasis added). 

Typically, necessary label changes are made through a "supplement" submitted by the 

manufacturer to FDA for the FDA's pre-approval. See 21 C.F.R. §§ 314.70, 314.71,314.90. 

But under the "changes being effected" (CBE) regulation, brand-name manufacturers can 

unilaterally update their labels without the FDA's express prior authorization where that "[brand

name] manufacturer is changing a label to 'add or strengthen a contraindication, warning, 

precaution, or adverse reaction.'" Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555, 568 (2009). In such cases, the 

brand-name manufacturer "may make the labeling change upon filing its supplemental 

application with the FDA; it need not wait/or FDA approval." Ibid (emphasis added). 

But, notably, generic drug manufacturers are not permitted to add to or strengthen their 

labels in any way without prior FDA approval, no matter how inadequate the warning may be. 
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This is because the FDA's regulations require generic drug labels to be identical to the label used 

by the brand-name manufacturer of the drug, regardless of what new risks are discovered during 

the post-marketing period. See 57 Fed. Reg. 17,961 (1992); Mensing, supra, 564 U.S. at 613.7 

D. 	 BECAUSE FEDERAL LAw REQUIRES GENERIC DRUG MANUFACTURERS TO ADOPT THE 
BRAND-NAME LABEL "VERBATIM," THEY CANNOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR INJURIES 
CAUSED BY INADEQUATE DRUG LABELS. 

The differences between brand-name and generic manufacturers' ability to update an 

inadequate warning label under the FDA's regulations have, naturally, given rise to two different 

approaches to their respective liability for mislabeled drugs. 

In Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555 (2009), the U.S. Supreme Court held that, consistent 

with federal law, brand-name drug manufacturers can be held liable under state law for failing to 

warn about known hazards of their drugs. [d. at 558. The Court relied heavily on the fact that, 

under the FDA's regulatory scheme, Wyeth-a brand-name manufacturer-had the authority to 

strengthen its own warning labels without first obtaining FDA approval. [d. at. 568-69. 

Accordingly, the Court held, there was no tension between federal drug law and state tort law

7 In November 2013, the FDA introduced a proposed rule that would enable generic-drug 
manufacturers to unilaterally update their labels, even if the revised labeling differs from its 
brand-name counterpart. 78 Fed. Reg. 67,985 (2013). The rule's publication date was initially 
delayed to April 2017. STAT, FDA Again Delays Rule to Allow Generic Drug Makers to 
Change Labels, https://www.statnews.com/pharmalot/2016/05/19/fda-generic-drugs-safety/ (as 
of Oct. 9, 2016). On September 19, 2017, FDA Senior Regulatory Counsel Janice Weiner 
confirmed in an email to undersigned counsel that "[t]he FDA has updated the Spring 2017 
Unified Agenda to move the final rule on 'Supplemental Applications Proposing Labeling 
Changes for Approved Drugs and Biological Products' to the long-term action list, available at 
https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pub Id=20 1704&RIN =091 0-AG94. The 
inclusion ofthe final rule on 'Supplemental Applications Proposing Labeling Changes for 
Approved Drugs and Biological Products' on the long-term action list for the Spring 2017 
Unified Agenda means that the FDA does not currently plan to issue a final rule within the next 
12 months." 
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both permitted, and indeed compelled, drug manufacturers to update their labels as soon as a 

deficiency in the warnings was identified. [d. at 573. 

Two years later, however, in Mensing, 564 U.S. 604, the Court held that federal law does 

preempt state-law claims against generic drug manufacturers for failing to warn about known 

hazards. [d. at p. 624. The Court reasoned that, because the FDA's regulations "demand[] that 

generic drug labels be the same at all times as the corresponding brand-name drug labels ... ," it 

would be "impossible for the [Generic] Manufacturers to comply with both their state-law duty 

to change the label and their federal-law duty to keep the label the same." Mensing, 564 U.S. at 

618. 

Under Mensing, consumers injured by inadequately labeled generic drugs-which make 

up over 80 percent of all prescription drugs taken in this country (see 78 Fed. Reg. 67,989 

(2013)}-have no recourse against the manufacturer of the drug that injured them. 564 U.S. at 

618. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The question in this case is whether a brand-name drug manufacturer like Janssen, whose 

misrepresentations on the label of its own drug foreseeably injured consumers of a generic 

version of that drug, should be categorically immune from suit under West Virginia tort law. 

The answer should be "no" because plaintiffs' claims are 100% consistent with this State's black 

letter tort law governing both strict liability failure to warn and negligence claims. 

Regarding the former, the touchstone of strict liability in West Virginia is proximate 

causation, without regard to privity of contract. See Morningstar v. Black and Decker Mfg. Co., 

162 W. Va. 857, 883, 253 S.E.2d 666, 680 (1979). "Once it can be shown that the product was 

defective when it left the manufacturer and that the defect proximately caused the plaintiffs 
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injury, a recovery is warranted absent some conduct on the part of the plaintiff that may bar his 

recovery." Id. Strict liability can even be applied to innocent sellers who committed no 

wrongdoing with regard to an injurious product. 

Strict liability fits here because the product's defect was its inadequate label, which 

existed at the time the product left the manufacturer and proximately caused plaintiffs' injuries. 

That defect was the sole responsibility of Janssen (defendant here), because Janssen wrote the 

label for both the brand-name version of the drug and it knew that its label would also be used on 

all generic versions of the drug. If innocent sellers and suppliers can be held strictly liable under 

West Virginia tort law, then surely an entity like Janssen, that actually wrote the label that caused 

plaintiffs' injuries, should be amenable to strict liability. Any other result would elevate form 

over substance in the worst sort of way. 

Strict liability aside, this lawsuit also fits squarely within West Virginia's law of 

negligence. The primary consideration for determining whether to recognize a prima facie case 

of negligence is the foreseeability of the plaintiffs' injuries. See Robertson v. LeMaster, 171 W. 

Va. 607, 612, 301 S.E.2d 563, 568 (1983). 

Foreseeability is an easy call in the unique context of prescription drugs, because brand

name manufacturers know that their labels must be copied, "verbatim," by generic 

manufacturers. They also know that generic drugs must, by law, be pharmacologically 

"bioequivalent" to the brand. And, in West Virginia, pharmacies are required to substitute 

generic drugs for brand-name prescriptions, unless ordered not to do so. These three facts, 

together, mean that for brand-name manufacturers it is 100 percent foreseeable that their 

inadequate labels will injure generic consumers. 
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This lawsuit also directly furthers all the public policy goals that this Court considers 

when deciding whether to recognize a negligence-based duty of care. See Robertson v. 

LeMaster, 171 W. Va. 607, 612, 301 S.E.2d 563, 568 (1983) (court should consider magnitude 

of the burden of guarding against the duty and consequences of placing that burden on the 

defendant). 

First, imposing a duty of care in this case would not make it any more expensive for 

brand-name companies to comply with the law, because the FDA already requires brand-name 

companies to update their labels "as soon as there is reasonable evidence of an association of a 

serious hazard with a drug[.]." 21 C.F.R. § 201.80(e). Because plaintiffs here are merely seeking 

damages for Janssen's failure to fulfill this preexisting duty of care, this lawsuit would not 

impose any new burden on brand-name drug manufacturers. 

Second, holdillg brand-name manufacturers liable for generics would create a crucial 

incentive for them to update their labels to warn of new risks that emerge after their patent 

exclusivity expires and their drugs "go generic." This incentive, which is lacking under current 

law, would playa key role in protecting consumers from unsafe and mislabeled drugs. 

Third, recognizing a duty of care would restore to generic consumers their ability to seek 

compensation for their injuries. Under Mensing, corisumers of generic drugs cannot seek any 

compensation from generic manufacturers. 564 U.S. at 613. Thus, unless brand-name 

manufacturers can be held responsible for their injuries, consumers of generic drugs will go 

entirely uncompensated. Denying plaintiffs the opportunity to proceed would mean that there is 

no remedy at all for the victims of mislabeled generic drugs, a result that cannot be squared with 

the tort law of this State. 
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Finally, the authority from other jurisdictions rejecting brand-name liability is not 

persuasive here. The only state high court ruling on the topic that goes against Plaintiffs is 

distinguishable on its facts. And the contrary federal authority is distinguishable or outdated. 

The bulk of the cases rely on Foster v. American Home Products Corp. 29 F.3d 165 (4th Cir. 

1994), which is no longer good law. See J.A. 1-6. Most of the other cases come from 

jurisdictions with strict "product-identification" requirements on all tort cases, which is not the 

rule in West Virginia. Ultimately, of course, West Virginia will march to its own drummer, as it 

always has. But there is nothing in the case law from other jurisdictions that should give this 

Court pause. 

Boiled to its essence, this case is simple. Because brand-name manufacturers write the 

labels for generic drugs, they should be responsible when those labels hurt people. There is 

nothing in the case law of this State to bar that result. To the contrary, plaintiffs' claims tit this 

State's existing tort law like a glove. This lawsuit should be allowed to proceed. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

The Court has already agreed to hear Rule 20 oral argument in this matter scheduled for 

January 17,2018. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

In accordance with the Uniform Certification of Questions of Law Act, W. Va. Code 

§ 5l-lA-1 to § 51-lA-13, as adopted in West Virginia: 

The supreme court of appeals of West Virginia may answer a question of law 
certified to it by any court of the United States or by the highest appellate court or 
the intermediate appellate court of another state or of a tribe or of Canada, a 
Canadian province or territory, Mexico or a Mexican state, if the answer may be 
determinative of an issue in a pending cause in the certifying court and if there is 
no controlling appellate decision, constitutional provision or statute of this state. 
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W. Va. Code § 51-1A-3 (1996). "A de novo standard is applied by this court in addressing the 

legal issues presented by a certified question from a federal district or appellate court." Light v. 

Allstate Ins. Co., 203 W. Va. 27, 30, 506 S.E.2d 64, 67 (1998); accord Bower v. Westinghouse 

Elec. Corp., 206 W. Va. 133, 138,522 S.E.2d 424, 429 (1999) ("This Court undertakes plenary 

review oflegal issues presented by certified question from a federal district or appellate court."). 

In addition, this Court has the authority to reformulate questions certified to it for 

resolution: 

When a certified question is not framed so that this Court is able to fully address 
the law which is involved in the question, then this Court retains the power to 
reformulate questions certified to it under both the Uniform Certification of 
Questions of Law Act found in W. Va. Code, 51-lA-I, et seq. and W. Va. Code, 
58-5-2 [1967], the statute relating to certified questions from a circuit court of 
this State to this Court. 

Fitzgerald v. Fitzgerald, 219 W. Va. 774, 778 n.3, 639 S.E.2d 866, 870 n.3 (2006) (citation 

omitted). 

In Kincaid v. Magnum, 189 W. Va. 404, 412-13,432 S.E.2d 74, 82-83 (1993), this Court 

held that this authority includes certified questions from both federal courts and state court. See 

also Bower v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 207 W. Va. 133, 137,522 S.E.2d 422, 428 (1999) 

(reformulating certified question from federal court). 

In 1996, the West Virginia legislature passed a law codifying this authority. See W. Va. 

Code § 51-1A-4 (providing that "[t]he supreme court of appeals of West Virginia may 

reformulate a question certified to it."). See also Collins v. Red RoofInns, Inc., 211 W. Va. 458, 

461,566 N.E.2d 595, 598 (2011) (reformulating certified question from federal court and citing 

W. Va. Code § 51-1A-4). 
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ARGUMENT 


I. 	 BECAUSE LONGSTANDING WEST VIRGINIA TORT PRINCIPLES OF STRICT LIABILITY AND 

NEGLIGENCE SUPPORT IMPOSING LIABILITY ON BRAND-NAME DRUG MANuFACTURERS 
FOR INJURIES CAUSED BY GENERIC DRUGS, THIS COURT SHOULD ANSWER THE 
CERTIFIED QUESTION IN THE AFFIRMATIVE. 

Because the complaint includes causes of action against Janssen for strict liability failure 

to warn and negligence, J.A. 153-156, but does not contain a cause of action for negligent 

misrepresentation, we believe that the proper question, as reformulated, is "[w]hether West 

Virginia permits a claim of failure to warn and negligence against a branded manufacturer when 

the drug ingested was produced by a generic manufacturer." Id.8 The answer to that question 

should be "yes," because holding Janssen liable under either theory would be entirely consistent 

with long-standing tort principles of this State. 

A. 	THIS COURT SHOULD ALLOW THE McNAIRS TO PROCEED ON THEIR CLAIM FOR STRICT 
LIABILITY FAILURE TO WARN ACCORDING TO WEST VIRGINIA LAw. 

The touchstone of strict liability in West Virginia is proximate causation, without regard 

to privity of contract. This Court first adopted product liability law principles-absent the 

privity requirement-into West Virginia'S common law in 1902 in Peters v. Johnson, Jackson & 

Co., 50 W. Va. 644,41 S.E. 190 (1902). Peters allowed a plaintiff who used a defective drug to 

recover tort damages from the seller of the drug, stating that recovery is permissible "when the 

thing used ... is very dangerous to human life and injury may reasonably be expected to happen 

to others therefrom." 50 W. Va. at 651-52, 41 S.E. at 193. 

8 The question was certified as involving "negligent misrepresentation," rather than 
"negligence," at plaintiffs' counsel suggestion, because the negligence claims in the case involves 
misrepresentations. But that phrase was not intended to delineate a specific cause of action 
separate from negligence. To avoid confusion, and to ensure that the question presented matches 
the claims in the complaint, we suggest that the question presented be reframed as specified. This 
Court has the authority to reformulate the question presented under W. Va. Code, § 51-1A-4. 
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The seminal modern case is Morningstar v. Black and Decker Mfg. Co., 162 W. Va. 857, 

883,253 S.E.2d 666, 680 (1979), where this Court held that a third party, who had not contracted 

to buy an injury-causing product, can hold the manufacturer of that product strictly liable in tort 

despite the absence of privity of contract, so long as its actions proximately caused the plaintiffs 

injuries. 

In so holding, this Court explained that the term "strict liability" is a misnomer, because 

it "does not make the manufacturer or seller an insurer nor does it impose absolute liability." 

162 W. Va. at 877, 253 S.E.2d at 677. Rather, it simply "relieves [the plaintiff] of proving 

specific acts of negligence and protects him from the defenses of notice of breach, disclaimer, 

and lack of privity in the implied warranty concepts of sales and contracts." Id. (quoting Dippel 

v. Sciano, 37 Wis.2d 443, 459-60155 N.W.2d 55,63 (1967». 

Mornillgstar went on to holLl thal, "[u]m;t! it can be shuwn that the product was defective 

when it left the manufacturer and that the defect proximately caused the plaintiffs injury, a 

recovery is warranted absent some conduct on the part of the plaintiff that may bar his recovery." 

162 W. Va. at 883,253 S.E.2d at 680 (emphasis added). See also Dunn v. Kanawha County Bd. 

ofEduc., 194 W. Va. 40,47,459 S.E.2d 151, 157 (1995); see generally Wilkinson v. Duff, 212 

W. Va. 725, 731,575 S.E.2d 335, 341 (2002) (strict-liability failure to warn claim involving 

prescription drugs). 

Morningstar then held that "a defective product may fall into three broad ... categories: 

design defectiveness; structural defectiveness; and use defectiveness arising out of the lack of, or 

the inadequacy of, warnings, instructions and labels." 162 W. Va. at 888,253 S.E.2d at 682 

(emphasis added). With regard to the "third category of defectiveness"-the inadequacy of 

warnings (aka "use defectiveness")-"the focus is not so much on a flawed physical condition of 
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the product, as on its unsafe ness arising out of the failure to adequately label, instruct or warn." 

[d. 

Morningstar concluded "that the general test for establishing strict liability in tort is 

whether the involved product is defective in the sense that it is not reasonably safe for its 

intended use. The standard of reasonable safeness is determined not by the particular 

manufacturer, but by what a reasonably prudent manufacturer's standards should have been at 

the time the product was made." 162 W. Va. at 888, 253 S.E.2d at 682. 

And, importantly, Morningstar emphasized that "[t]his rule applies to both the 

manufacturer and the seller, who are engaged in the business of selling such product which is 

expected to and does reach the user without substantial change in the condition which it was 

sold.." 162 W. Va. at 888 n.22, 253 S.E.2d at 683 n.22 (emphasis added). The italicized 

phrase-"and the seller"-is important because it shows that strict liability claims are not limited 

to the manufacturer of the injury-causing product. 

Against this backdrop, the question in this case is whether strict liability should extend to 

brand-name drug companies with regard to generic versions of their drugs. The answer should 

be "yes", because plaintiffs seek to prove "that the product was defective when it left the 

manufacturer and that the defect proximately caused the plaintiffs injury ... " 162 W. Va. at 883, 

253 S.E.2d at 680 (emphasis added). Here, the defective "product" was the inadequate warning 

label on the generic drug that was written by the brand-name manufacturer (Janssen) with the 

knowledge that it would also be used on all generic versions of the drugs. Strict liability should 

require nothing more. 

Defendants have nonetheless insisted throughout this case that strict liability is 

unavailable here because Janssen did not manufacture the actual pills that injured Mrs. McNair. 
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But strict liability has never been limited to manufacturers; indeed, even an "innocent seller can 

be subject to liability that is entirely derivative simply by virtue of being present in the chain of 

distribution of the defective product." Dunn, 194 W. Va. 46, 459 S.E.2d at 157. See also Atkins 

v. Kmart Corp., 204 W. Va. 215, 221, 511 S.E.2d 840, 846 (1998); Hill v. Joseph T. Ryerson & 

Son, Inc., 165 W. Va. 22, 25-26, 268 S.E.2d 296, 300-01 (W. Va. 1980). If an entirely "innocent 

seller" can be held strictly liable for a defective product, then surely the brand-name 

manufacturer that is responsible for the actual label that injured the consumer of a generic drug 

should be subject to no lesser degree of liability for its blameworthy conduct. 

And the public policy rationale behind allowing "innocent sellers" to be held strictly 

liable for defective products is directly applicable here. As this Court explained in Dunn, 

"[ e ]xtending liability to those in the chain of distribution ... is meant to further the public policy 

that an injured party not have to bear the cost of his injuries simply because the product 

manufacturer is out of reach." ld. Here, extending liability to brand -name manufacturers for 

injuries caused by generic drugs would further the exact same public policy, because absent such 

liability the consumers of generic drugs would "have to bear the cost of [their] injuries simply 

because the [generic] manufacturer is out of reach." Ibid. 

This Court's ruling in Hill, 165 W. Va. 22,268 S.E.2d 296, provides further support for 

holding brand-name manufacturers liable for injuries caused by their inadequate warning labels 

on generic versions of their drugs. There, this Court cited with approval a treatise on Products 

Liability that states the following: 

Regardless of the theory which liability is predicated upon, whether negligence, 
breach of warranty, strict liability in tort, or other grounds, it is obvious that to 
hold a producer, manufacturer, or seller liable for injury caused by a particular 
product, there must first be proof that the defendant produced, manufactured, 
sold, or was in some way responsible for the product, and this rule is supported in 
all of the cases examined in this annotation. 
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Annot., Products Liability: Necessity and Sufficiency ofIdentification ofDefendant as 

Manufacturer or Seller ofProduct Alleged to Have Caused Injury, 51 A.L.R.3d 1344, 1349 

(1973) (emphasis added) (cited in Hill, 165 W. Va. at 43,268 S.E.2d at 309). 

The italicized phrase-"or was in some way responsible for the product"-underscores 

that a defendant need not have been in the literal distribution chain to be held strictly liable: it 

merely need to be "in some way responsible for the injury." Id. And, when it comes to injuries 

caused by labels on generic drugs, the brand-name manufacturer is not just "in some way" 

responsible-it is directly and exclusively responsible for any such injuries, because it has a non

waivable duty under federal law to update the label as soon as there is reasonable evidence of an 

association of a serious hazard with a drug[.]." 21 C.F.R § 201.80(e) (emphasis added). 

Ultimately, from a policy perspective, generic medications and the associated federal 

regulatory scheme present a unique situation. In no other industry does federal law require a 

manufacturer to blindly adopt the warnings and precautions of another manufacturer. Moreover, 

in no other industry are warnings and precautions about adverse effects an essential and 

necessary component of the use of a product. 

To say that a brand-name manufacturer should not be held liable for injuries caused by 

inadequate labels on generic drugs because it is not a seller of such drugs, and does not make the 

actual tablets, is to ignore the reality of this unique industry. Brand-name drugs are the lord and 

master of the labels on generic drugs, and to absolve them of any liability for injuries that they 

own labels foreseeably cause to consumer is to pervert the most basic goal underlying strict 

liability: to rectify "the consumer's inability to protect himself adequately from defectively 

manufactured goods." Hill, 165 W. Va. at 30, 268 S.E.2d at 303. 

B. 	 THIS COURT SHOULD ALLOW THE McNAIRS TO PROCEED ON THEIR NEGLIGENCE 
CLAIMS ACCORDING TO WEST VIRGINIA LAw. 
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Strict liability aside, holding brand-name manufacturers liable for injuries caused by 

generic drugs is also consistent with the West Virginia's long-standing law of negligence. In 

dismissing plaintiffs' lawsuit, the district court did not consider whether they stated viable 

negligence claims. But this case presents an ideal circumstance for recognizing a negligence

based tort duty of care under the time-honored laws of this state. 

Robertson v. LeMaster, 171 W. Va. 607, 301 S.E.2d 563 (1983), sets forth the relevant 

test. Robertson began by recognizing that, "[i]n order to establish a prima facie case of 

negligence in West Virginia, it must be shown that the defendant has been guilty of some act or 

omission in violation of a duty owed to the plaintiff. No action for negligence will lie without a 

duty broken." 301 S.E.2d at 610, 301 S.E.2d at 566 (citing Parsley v. General Motors 

Acceptance Corporation, 167 W. Va. 866,280 S.E.2d 703 (1981)). 

Robertson went on to hold that foreseeability is the foremost consideration when deciding 

whether to recognize a negligence-based duty of care. See 171 W. Va. at 612, 301 S.E.2d at 568 

(holding that this Court's past decisions "implicitly support the proposition that the foreseeability 

of risk is a primary consideration in establishing the duty of care in tort cases."). See also 

Stevens v. MTR Gaming Group, Inc., 237 W. Va. 531,534, 788 S.E.2d 59, 62 (2016) 

(recognizing that "'[t]he ultimate test of the existence of a duty to use care is found in the 

foreseeability that harm may result if it is not exercised. "') (quoting Sewell v. Gregory, 179 W. 

Va. 585, 371 S.E.2d 82 (1988)). 

"Beyond the question of foreseeability," the Robertson Court held, "the existence ofduty 

also involves policy considerations underlying the core issue of the scope of the legal system's 

protection." 171 W. Va. at 612, 301 S.E.2d at 568 (citation omitted). "Such considerations," 

Robertson went on to state, "include the likelihood of injury, the magnitude of the burden of 
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guarding against it, and the consequences of placing that burden on the defendant." Id. (citations 

omitted). Accord Stevens, 237 W. Va. at 534, 788 S.E.2d at 62. 

Here, foreseeability and core considerations of public policy all argue strongly in favor of 

recognizing a tort duty of care grounded in negligence. 

1. 	 IT IS FORESEEABLE TO BRAND-NAME MANUFACTURERS THAT 

MISREPRESENTATIONS ON THEIR LABELS MAY INJURE CONSUMERS OF 
GENERIC DRUGS. 

Foreseeability, the most important of the factors to be considered in the duty analysis, id., 

should not even be a question in this context. As explained above, the FDA requires that generic 

drugs always bear the same labels as their brand-name counterparts. See Mensing, supra, 564 

U.S. at 613 (holding that "the warning labels of a brand-name drug and its generic copy must 

always be the same-thus, generic drug manufacturers have an ongoing federal duty of 

'sameness. '''). 

Thus the brand-name manufacturer provides the only prescribing information that doctors 

and consumers receive about a drug. And, in West Virginia, once a doctor has prescribed a drug, 

based on the information the brand-name manufacturer provides, pharmacists are required to fill 

that prescription with a generic drug unless the pharmacist or the prescribing doctor forbids the 

substitution. See W. Va. Code § 30-5-12b(b).9 Therefore, it is not just foreseeable to a brand

name manufacturer that misstatements on its labels will mislead consumers of generic drugs-it 

is a virtual certainty. 

9 This statute provides that "[a] pharmacist who receives a prescription for a brand name 
drug ... shall substitute a less expensive generic name drug ... unless in the exercise of his or her 
professional judgment the pharmacist believes that the less expensive drug is not suitable for the 
particular patient [or] ... the prescribing practitioner indicates that ... a specific brand name drug is 
medically necessary."). 
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In this case, Janssen has never disputed that it researched and developed the labeling for 

levofloxacin. Nor has Janssen disputed that it still maintains exclusive control of the content of 

the labeling. Furthermore, Janssen conceded, in the proceedings before the district court, that 

healthcare providers who prescribe and dispense levofloxacin, as well as patients who use the 

drug, rely upon the contents of the labeling. If these factors are true, then it must have been 

foreseeable to Janssen that any inadequacies in its label for levofloxacin would injure consumers 

of generic versions of the drug. That degree of foreseeability is more than sufficient to sustain a 

duty of care under the negligence law of this state. See Bragg v. U.s., 230 W.Va. 532, 538-43, 

741 S.E.2d 90, 96-101 (2013) (finding duty to third party based on foreseeability of harm and 

collecting cases). 

On this point, the Alabama Supreme Court's decision in Wyeth v. Weeks, 159 So.3d 649 

(Ala. 2014), is instructive. There, the Court found a tort duty of care on the part of a brand-name 

manufacturer for injuries caused by a mislabeled generic version of its drug based in large part 

on its holding that such injuries were entirely foreseeable. See Id. at 671. This was due to the 

fact that "the labeling for a generic drug is required by federal regulations to be the same as the 

labeling for the brand-name drug." Id. "Therefore," the Alabama Supreme Court ruled, 

an omission or defect in the labeling for the brand-name drug would necessarily 
be repeated in the generic labeling, foreseeably causing harm to a patient who 
ingested the generic product. A brand-name manufacturer is well aware of the 
expiration of its patent and well aware that a generic version of the drug will be 
made when that patent expires. It is recognized that generic substitutions are 
allowed in all 50 states. A brand-name manufacturer could reasonably foresee 
that a physician prescribing a brand-name drug (or a generic drug) to a patient 
would rely on the warning drafted by the brand-name manufacturer even if the 
patient ultimately consumed the generic version ofthe drug. 
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Id. 	(emphases added). 10 Accord Conte v. Wyeth, Inc., 168 Cal.AppAth 89,85 Cal.Rptr.3d 299 

(2008) (applying state negligence law, holding as a matter of first impression that a manufacturer 

of a brand-name drug may be held liable for injuries suffered by a consumer who purchased a 

generic form of the drug because such injuries are foreseeable); Kellogg v. Wyeth, 762 F. Supp. 

2d 694 (D. Vt. 2010) (holding that brand-name manufacturer has duty to use reasonable care to 

avoid causing injury to consumers who were prescribed generic bioequivalent of its drug because 

such injuries were foreseeable). See also Allen Rostron, Prescription for Fairness, A New 

Approach to Tort Liability ofBrand-Name and Generic Drug Manufacturers, 60 Duke L. J. 

1123, 1165-1166 (2011). 

2. 	 THE MAGNITUDE OF THE BURDEN ON BRAND-NAME MANUFACTURERS TO 
SATISFY A TORT DUTY OF CARE IS MINIMAL, BECAUSE THEY ALREADY 

HAVE A DUTY TO UPDATE THEIR LABELS UNDER FEDERAL LAW. 

The next factor to consider in determining whether to recognize a duty of care-the 

"magnitude of the burden of guarding against it," Robertson, 171 W. Va. at 568, 301 S.E.2d at 

612-just as heavily weighs in favor of plaintiffs. The reason is simple: because brand-name 

drug manufacturers already have a duty under federal law to update drug labels to warn of 

serious risks of harm, it would not present any additional burdens on drug companies if this 

Court were to impose liability on brand-name manufacturers whose negligent failure to update 

their drug labels with necessary warnings played a causal role in a victim's harmful exposure to a 

generic version of their drug. See Dolin v. SmithKline Beecham Corp. 62 F. Supp. 3d 705, 715 

(N.D. Ill. 2014) (brand-name manufacturers can avoid liability for injuries caused by mislabeled 

generic versions of their drugs by simply "updating the warning label."). 

10 Mter an intense lobbying effort by the pharmaceutical industry, Weeks was subsequently 
overruled by statute. See Ala. Code § 6-5-530 (2015). 
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As explained above, under the federal drug laws, brand-name drug companies are 

obligated to monitor any adverse impacts of their drugs and update their labels "to include a 

warning as soon as there is reasonable evidence of a ... serious hazard with a drug." 21 C.F.R. § 

201.80(e). Thus, imposing liability in cases of this sort would not saddle Janssen or its 

competitors with any additional burden whatsoever. This fact alone is a powerful reason why 

imposing liability in this case should not even be a dose question. See Kesner v. Superior Ct., 1 

Cal. 5th 1131, 1152,384 P.3d 283, 196 (Cal. 2016) ("the relevant burden in the analysis of duty 

is not the cost to the defendants of compensating individuals for past negligence," but "the cost 

to the defendants ofupholding, not violating, the duty of care."). 

Even so, Janssen may counter that it simply isn't "fair" to make brand-name companies 

shoulder the liability for generic-drug drug companies, who they view as competitors. But this 

type of "fairness" argument rests on a false premise: that brand-name manufacturers are being 

punished for some other company's misconduct. That is false because this lawsuit, and others 

like it, merely seek to hold brand-name manufacturers liable for the foreseeable consequences of 

their own misconduct: the drafting of the label that generic companies are bound by law to use 

verbatim. 

The argument that it would not be "fair" to hold brand-name manufacturers liable for 

such injuries also errs because it incorrectly focuses exclusively on the rights of the defendant, 

with zero concern for innocent victims harmed by a mislabeled drug. In truth, any "unfairness" 

of holding brand-name drug manufacturers liable to customers who purchased a generic product 

is dwarfed by the unfairness of denying compensation to the millions of future victims of 

mislabeled drugs for often serious injuries because their prescriptions were filled with a generic 

equivalent of the drug they were prescribed. This unfairness grows exponentially when one 
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remembers that the victims often had no say in the determination to dispense them a generic 

version of the drug as opposed to the brand-name version.!! 

Finally, the idea that it's not fair to burden brand-name drug companies with liability for 

injuries caused by generic versions of their products ignores the numerous benefits that brand

name manufacturers were granted when Congress decided to make it easier for generic drug 

manufacturers to enter the marketplace. Under the Hatch-Waxman Act, brand-name drug 

manufacturers are entitled to an initial period of government-protected monopoly privileges in 

the form of patent protection. See 35 U.S.c. § 154. They are also entitled to an extension of those 

monopoly privileges when generic versions of their drugs receive FDA approval. See id. § 156 

(patent-term extension); 21 U.S.c. § 355 (pairing generic approval with patent-term extension). 

In addition, they enjoy "the fiscal rewards ofname-brand recognition and the commensurate 

ability to charge a higher price ... , even after [their] exclusive marketing position expires." Conte, 

supra, 168 Cal.AppAth at 111, 85 Cal.Rptr.3d at 318. 

Ultimately, the allegedly "unfair" situation is the result of a federal drug scheme created 

by Congress-a scheme that grants considerable benefits to brand-name manufacturers, as well 

as certain burdens. Any perceived "unfairness" of federal drug law is not a sufficient basis to 

upset what Congress has created. 

3. 	 THE CONSEQUENCES OF PLACING THE BURDEN ON BRAND-NAME 

MANuFACTURERS ARGUES STRONGLY IN FAVOR OF A DUTY, BECAUSE TORT 
LIABILITY CREATES A KEy INCENTIVE FOR BRAND-NAME MANUFACTURERS 

TO UPDATE THEIR LABELS AFTER THEIR DRUGS GO GENERIC. 

11 As noted above, West Virginia'S drug substitution law mandates the substitution of a 
generic drug for a brand-name drug unless the pharmacist determines that the generic "is not 
suitable for the particular patient [ or] ... the prescribing practitioner indicates that ... a specific 
brand-name drug is medically necessary." W. Va. Code § 30-5-12b(b). 
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This factor-the "consequences of placing [the] burden on the defendant," Robertson, 

171 W. Va. at 568,301 S.E.2d at 612, is perhaps the most powerful of all, because the 

imposition of tort liability would create a key incentive for brand-name drug manufacturers to 

update their labels after their drugs "go generic." 

The crucial role of tort liability in incentivizing brand-name drug companies to update 

their labels to disclose new hazards was addressed by in Wyeth v. Levine, Inc., 555 u.s. 555 

(2009). There, in holding that federal law does not preempt state-law failure-to-warn claims 

against brand-name drug manufacturers, the Court stated that state-tort liability plays a crucial 

role in terms of protecting consumer from the dangers of unsafe drugs. Id. at 578---79. 

"State tort suits," the Wyeth Court wrote, "uncover unknown drug hazards and provide 

incentives for drug manufacturers to disclose safety risks promptly. They also serve a distinct 

compensatory function that may motivate injured persons to come forward with information." 

Id. at 580. 

The incentives created by tort liability on brand-name manufacturers are particularly 

important for generic drugs. As explained above, generic-drug companies do not have the 

authority to update their labels to disclose new risks without prior FDA approval; only brand

name manufacturers do. See Mensing, 564 U.S. at 618. And a brand-name drug manufacturer's 

incentive to police its labels drops precipitously the minute its drug goes generic, because the 

market for a brand-name drug will generally plummet once a generic equivalent enters the 

marketplace. 12 As a result, unless a brand-name drug company knows it can be held liable for 

12 See 78 Fed. Reg. 67,985,67,988 (20l3) ("After the introduction of a generic drug, the 
market share ofthe 'brand name' drug ... may drop substantially. Among drugs for which a generic 
version is available, approximately 94 percent are dispensed as a generic.") 
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injuries caused by mislabeled generic copies of its drugs, brand-name manufacturers have little 

incentive to ensure that their drug labels remain accurate. 

But if brand-name manufacturers knew they might face tort liability for injuries caused 

by generic versions of its drugs, they would have a much stronger incentive to ensure that their 

labels remain accurate. That's what makes this case so important: although it would not impose 

any additional duties on brand-name drug companies, it would create an additional incentive for 

such companies to fulfill those duties at a time when a boost is urgently needed. 

Recognizing a tort duty on the part of brand-name manufacturers for injuries caused by 

mislabeled generic versions of their drugs would also give consumers of generic drugs a much

needed mechanism to seek compensation for their injuries. As explained above, under Mensing, 

supra, 564 U.S. at 618, generic-drug manufacturers are virtually immune from tort liability for 

injuries caused by inadequate labels. Janssen seeks to make sure that brand-name manufacturers 

are also immune from liability caused by inadequately labeled generic drugs, even though they 

are responsible for the content of all drug labels and prescribing information, brand-name and 

generic. 

That will not do. In a case, like this one, "concem[ing] the viability of torts ... , [this 

Court has traditionally been] mindful that '[f]or every wrong there is supposed to be a remedy 

somewhere.'" Hannah v. Heeter, 213 W. Va. 704, 710, 584 S.E.2d 560,567 (2003) (quoting 

Sanders v. Meredith, 78 W. Va. 564, 572, 89 S.E. 733, 736 (1916». Indeed, "[t]his Court has 

opined that' [t ]he concept of American justice ... pronounces that for every wrong there is a 

remedy. It is incompatible with this concept to deprive a wrongfully injured party of a 

remedy[.]'" [d. (citation omitted». See also Gardner v. Buckeye Sav. & Loan Co., 108 W. Va. 

673,152 S.E. 530, 533 (1930) ("It is the proud boast ofall lovers ofjustice that for every wrong 
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there is a remedy."). Accordingly, "one of [this Court's] considerations in answering [a] 

certified questions is whether a sufficient remedy already exists for the conduct at issue." 

Hannah, 213 W. Va. at 710, 584 S.E.2d at 567. 

Here, answering the certified question in the negative would not only deprive plaintiffs of 

a "sufficient remedy"-it would deprive them of any remedy. The facts that (1) brand-name 

manufacturers are wholly responsible for the injuries caused by mislabeled generic drugs; and 

(2) the victims of mislabeled drugs lack any other recourse for their injuries are powerful reasons 

to recognize a tort cause of action here. 

4. 	 THERE ARE No COUNTERVAILING POLICY CONSIDERATIONS TO JUSTIFY 

IMMUNIZING BRAND-NAME MANUFACTURERS FROM A NEGLIGENCE DUTY 
OF CARE. 

There are no strong policy considerations to the contrary. If other cases like this one are 

any indication, Janssen will counter that imposition of brand-name liability would ultimately 

backfire on consumers by stifling innovation and encouraging "over-warning." Although such 

arguments have persuaded some courts, based in large part on the Fourth Circuit's now-outdated 

reasoning in Foster, see 29 F.3d at 170, they are, at best, "speculative and overblown." Huck v. 

Wyeth, Inc., 850 N.W.2d 353, 399 (2014) (Hecht, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). 

In Huck, Justice Hecht cited a 2013 study conducted by the Rand Institute for Civil 

Justice analyzing the impact of tort liability on the pharmaceutical industry, which concluded 

that policymakers should be "wary of broad claims about economic effects of pharmaceutical 

liability, including generalizations based on anecdotes or examples." Id. (citing Steven Garber, 

Economic Effects ofProduct Liability and Other Litigation Involving the Safety and 

Effectiveness ofPharmaceuticals, Rand Institute for Civil Justice (hereafter "The RAND Study"), 
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at xv (2013)).0 Justice Hecht further noted that "[a]lthough interests advocating restriction of 

tort liability contend certain products have been either withdrawn or withheld from the market 

because of the costs associated with the civil justice system, there is scarce direct empirical 

evidence supporting these contentions." Id. at 400 n.21.14 

The argument that tort liability would stifle innovation in the pharmaceutical industry 

also defies common sense given that brand-name drug companies make enormous profits during 

the "extended periods of government protected monopoly privileges" before generics come onto 

the market. Dolin, 62 F. Supp. 3d at 715. It is hard to believe that brand-name drug companies 

would stop innovating drugs, and thus forego the financial windfall that comes with a monopoly 

on an otherwise successful drug, just because they might face tort exposure from individuals who 

consume generic copies of those drugs after generics eventually hit the market. 

But ultimately, the biggest flaw in this argument is that it ignores that brand-name drug 

companies have an easy way to protect themselves from liability that does not require them to 

leave the marketplace: all they need to do is to update their labels to warn of new hazards that 

emerge after their drugs go generic. This is a duty that is already required by federal law; all 

they have to do is fulfill it. 

Janssen may counter, as other drug companies have, that tort liability will also result in 

"over-warning" by brand-name drug companies. The California Supreme Court rejected a 

13 Available at www.rand.orglpubs/monographs/mg1259.html. 

14 The RAND Study concluded that "there is scant empirical evidence to support the claims 
on either side of the debate, and the literature provides little reliable information about common or 
typical product liability." See Garber, The RAND Study, n.12, at xiv. Arguments about "over
warning," the study stated, "are controversial within the medical community, and there is no direct 
evidence about it." Ibid. "Policymakers," the study concluded, should "be wary of broad claims 
about economic effects of pharmaceutical liability, including generalizations based on anecdotes 
or examples." Id. at xv. 
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variant of this argument in Carlin v. Superior Ct., 13 Cal. 4th 1105, 920 P.2d 1427 (1996), which 

allowed strict liability failure to warn claims against prescription-drug manufacturers. In so 

doing, Carlin held that "[w]e are also unpersuaded by Upjohn's assertion that applying strict 

liability to claims of injury for failure to warn will inevitably result in manufacturers inundating 

consumers with warnings of even speCUlative risks from prescription drugs." 13 Cal. 4th at 

1115. Over-warning was not a serious concern, Carlin held, because "the FDA precludes drug 

manufacturers from warning about every conceivable adverse reaction; they may warn only if 

there exists significant medical evidence of a possible health hazard. They are also specifically 

precluded from warning of adverse reactions when differences of opinion exist within the 

medical community with regard to potential adverse reactions." [d. (citations omitted). 

But even in the exceedingly unlikely event that liability would result in some "over

warning," as between the two alternatives-under-warning or over-warning-the latter is 

certainly the lesser of two evils. Indeed, the FDA retains the power to remove warnings it deems 

unnecessary. Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 571 ("[T]he FDA retains authority to reject labeling changes 

made pursuant to the CBE regulation in its review of the manufacturer's supplemental 

application.") Given the FDA's strained resources and resulting slow response time, from the 

perspective of public safety, it makes more sense to rely on the FDA to remove unnecessary 

warnings than to supply necessary ones that are dangerously absent. 

II. 	 BECAUSE CASES FROM OTHER JURISDICTIONS REJECTING BRAND-NAME LIABILITY 

ARE UNPERSUASIVE OR DISTINGUISHABLE, THIS COURT SHOULD ANSWER THE 
CERTIFIED QUESTION IN THE AFFIRMATIVE. 

Janssen will undoubtedly argue that holding it liable for injuries caused by mislabeled 

generic versions of its drugs just can't be right because courts from other jurisdictions have said 

it's wrong. As a former Justice of this Court once memorably stated, however, "[s]imply 

because many other jurisdictions have adopted the doctrine isn't enough to say the doctrine is 
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rational, fair, and good public policy. My mother always said to me that 'just because other 

people are doing it doesn't mean it's the smart thing to do." State ex reI. Johnson & Johnson, 

220 W. Va. 463,483,647 S.E.2d 869 909 (2007) (Starcher, J., concurring). In this case, these 

words ring particularly true, because decisions from other courts are either outdated, 

inapplicable, or wrongly decided. 

A. 	 STATE HIGH COURTS ARE JUST STARTING TO WEIGH IN ON THE CERTIFIED 

QUESTION 

State high courts-which are, of course, the ultimate arbiters of their own tort law-are 

only just starting to weigh in on the issue presented in this case. Although a number of federal 

courts have made "Erie-guesses" about the viability of state-law claims against brand-name 

manufacturers for injuries caused by generic drugs, only two state supreme courts have ruled on 

this question, and they are split right down the middle.15 At this point, a decision in plaintiffs' 

favor would actually place this Court in the majority in terms of state high-court consideration of 

the issue of brand-name liability for generic injuries. 

B. 	 THE IOWA SUPREME COURT'S RULING IN HUCK IS DISTINGUISHABLE. 

And the Iowa majority's decision in Huck should have no bearing here, because that 

state's tort law is markedly different from West Virginia'S in ways that are particularly important 

for this case. First, whereas foreseeability is the primary factor is determining whether to 

15 Compare Wyeth v. Weeks, 159 So.3d 649,667 n.3 (Ala. 1014) (6-to-3 decision finding 
brand-name manufacturers liable under Alabama tort law and noting that "this is the first time the 
highest court of a state has addressed the issue whether a manufacturer of a brand-name 
prescription drug may be held liable for the warning label on the drug when the plaintiff ingested 
a generic version of the brand-name drug. "); with Huck v. Wyeth, Inc., 850 N.W.2d 353, 399 (Iowa 
2014) (4-to-3 decision refusing to find brand-name manufacturers liable under Iowa tort law. A 
third state-California-is poised to rule on this issue any day now. See T.H. v. Novartis 
Pharmaceutical Co., S233989, 203 Cal. Rptr. 22, 371 P.3d 241 (Cal. 2016) (argued October 2, 
2107). 
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recognize a duty of care in the State of West Virginia, see Robertson, 171 W. Va at 612, 301 

S.E.2d at 568, in Iowa the opposite is true: "foreseeability should not enter into the duty calculus 

but should be considered only in determining whether the defendant was negligent." Huck, 850 

N.W.2d at 376 (internal citation omitted). 

Second, Huck rested on a decision of the Iowa Supreme Court holding that the State's 

"product-identification requirement," which limits injury victims to suing the manufacturer of 

the injury-causing product, applies to all tort claims, including claims for negligence and 

negligent misrepresentation, and not just claims for strict liability, as in West Virginia. See 850 

N.W.2d at 371. In so ruling, Huck distinguished the contrary rulings of the Alabama Supreme 

Court in Wyeth v. Weeks, 159 So.2d 649, and Conte v. Wyeth, Inc., 168 Cal.AppAth 89, 85 

Cal.Rptr.3d 299 (2008) (applying California law), noting "Iowa law differs." Huck, 850 N.W.2d 

at 375. 

Huck also noted that the Alabama's Supreme Court's decision in Weeks was not yet final, 

and thus lacked persuasive authority. Id. (stating that "[i]t remains to be seen how the Alabama 

Supreme Court will ultimately decide whether brand defendants may be held liable under 

Alabama law to consumers who used only the generic formulation sold by a competitor."). What 

the Huck majority did not know is that, on rehearing, the Alabama Supreme Court would affirm 

its decision and find brand-name manufacturers subject to suit for injuries caused by mislabeled 

generic drugs. See Weeks, 159 So.2d at 677. 

Finally, in rejecting brand-name liability, Hucks relied heavily on federal decisions that 

followed in the footsteps of the Fourth Circuit's ruling in Foster, 29 F.3d 165 (4th Cir. 1994). 

See Huck, 850 N.W.2d at 370-71, 376-77. As explaIned below, however, not only has Foster 
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itself been disavowed (by the Fourth Circuit itself, in this case), but decisions relying on Foster 

should have no bearing here. 

C. FOSTER WAS DISAVOWED BY McNAIR. 

First, as to Foster itself, the Fourth Circuit has already stated that Foster contained a 

crucial error oflaw: to wit, that generic manufacturers are able, under the FDA's labeling 

regulations, to alter their labels without prior FDA approval. J.A. 1-6. This idea-that generic 

manufacturers control their own labels-was one of the factors that led Foster to conclude that 

generic manufacturers should bear the liability for inadequate labels on their drugs, not brand

name manufacturers. [d. 16 

That error, however, was exposed by PLIVA v. Mensing in 2011. See 464 U.S. 604. 

There, the U.S. Supreme Court clarified, for the first time, that generic drug manufacturers are 

prohibited from changing their labels without prior FDA approval. [d. at 613. Based on this 

holding, Mensing held federal law preempts failure to warn claims against generic drug 

manufacturers, because federal law makes it literally "impossible" for a generic manufacturer to 

update its label to comply with a state tort duty of care. [d. at 618. 

Mensing pulled the rug out from under Foster, because it ruled (1) that brand-name 

manufacturers control the labels on all drugs, both brand-name and generic; and (2) generic 

manufacturers can '( be held responsible to consumers injured by an inadequate label on a generic 

drug, contrary to what the Foster court believed. See 29 F.3d at 169. 

16 Foster specifically held: "[w]e do not accept the assertion that a generic manufacturer is 
not responsible for negligent misrepresentations on its product labels if it did not initially formulate 
the warnings and representations itself." 29 F.3d at 169. The Foster court went on to find that 
there was no evidence of any "Congressional intent to insulate generic drug manufacturers from 
liability for misrepresentations made regarding their products, or to otherwise alter state products 
liability law. Manufacturers of generic drugs, like all other manufacturers, are responsible for the 
representations they make regarding their products." [d. at 170. 
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In McNair, the Fourth Circuit recognized that this mistake of law rendered Foster 

suspect, and further recognized that "the parties reasonably disagree as to how the Supreme 

Court of Appeals would resolve the question [of liability under West Virginia law]." J .A. 4. 

McNair also stated that "[t]he [plaintiffs'] theory ofliability is not entirely without support," 

citing (among other cases) the Alabama Supreme Court's holding in Weeks, 159 So.2d at 676-77. 

J.A.4. Based on these observations, McNair certified the question in this case, stating that this 

Court's "precedent leaves open the possibility that brand-name manufacturers may be liable for 

failure to warn when a plaintiff ingests the generic drug." J.A. 5. 

Thus, in the Fourth Circuit's view, the question is an open one: it is up to this Court to 

decide, as a matter of West Virginia tort law, whether this State's citizens are deserving of 

protection via the tort system from injuries caused by mislabeled generic drugs. 17 

0. THE .FEDERAL CASES CITED IN McNAIR HAVE NO BEARING HERE. 

To be sure, McNair did observe that, "even after Mensing and Bartlett, the overwhelming 

weight offederal precedentfavors no liability against the brand-name manufacturer." J .A. 4. 

(emphasis added). This sounds ominous until one looks at the cases and sees that they all came 

from states, unlike West Virginia, with either statutory or common law "product-identification" 

requirements that restrict personal injury claims involving products to suits against the 

manufacturer or the supplier of the product. 

Thus, three of the decisions cited in McNair-Johnson v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 758 

F.3d 605 (5th Cir. 2014); Strayhorn v. Wyeth Pharm., Inc., 737 F.3d 378 (6th Cir. 2013); and 

17 Aside from this mistake of law, Foster is distinguishable because the substantive law at 
issue in Foster-Maryland state law-"requires a plaintiff seeking to recover for an injury by a 
product to demonstrate that the defendant manufactured the product at issue." 29 F.3d at 168 
(citation omitted). The same is not true in West Virginia. 
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Bell v. Pfizer, Inc., 716 F.3d 1087 (8th Cir. 2013)-involve state laws that (1) broadly define 

"product liability actions" as including all actions brought for personal injuries caused by any 

product, and (2) require a plaintiffs to show that the defendant manufactured or sold the product 

that caused the harm.18 These cases have no bearing here because West Virginia has no such 

statute. 

The remaining two cases cited in McNair-Schrock v. Wyeth, Inc., 727 F.3d 1273 (10th 

Cir. 2013), and Guarino v. Wyeth, LLC, 719 F.3d 1245 (11th Cir. 2013)-are from states where 

the common law imposes comparable restrictions on all tort claims.19 These decisions have no 

bearing here, because West Virginia does not lump all tort clams into one category or subject all 

such claims to a product-identification requirement. See Ilosky v. Michelin Tire Corp., 172 W. 

Va. 435, 445, 307 S.E.2d 603, 613 (1983) (holding that "[P]roduct liability actions may be 

premised on three independent theories-strict liability, negligence, and warranty. Each theory 

18 See Johnson, 758 F.3d at 615 (construing Louisiana Products Liability Act, which 
provides that "it is the exclusive remedy for products liability suits [and that] recovery is not 
available against a manufacturer if the manufacturer did not produce the offending product."); 
Strayhorn, 737 F.3d at 401-02 (construing Tennessee Products Liability Act, which "includes all 
harm caused by a product regardless of the legal theory advanced ..." and provides that a '''product 
liability action' may be asserted only against the manufacturer or the seller of the product that 
harmed the plaintiff."); Bell, 716 F.3d at 1093 (construing Arkansas Product Liability Act, which 
"encompasses Bell's various claims regardless ofher theory of recovery [and requires a] show[ing] 
that a product manufactured or distributed by the brand defendants caused her injuries."). 

19 See Schrock, 727 F.3d at 1282 (holding that Oklahoma courts "usually require that a 
defendant have some relationship with the product alleged to have caused a plaintiffs injuries, 
either through manufacturing, selling, or distributing the product ... "; this is true, moreover, both 
with respect to "strict liability claims" and "other theories of liability, including negligence."); 
Guarino, 719 F.3d at 1253 (holding that "[i]t is well settled under Florida law that a plaintiff may 
only recover from the defendant who manufactured or sold the product that caused the injuries in 
question."). And, as noted above, Foster itself looked to the fact that Maryland law requires, for 
all tort claims, "that a defendant be shown to have manufactured the product that caused an injury 
prior to being held liable for such injury." 29 F.3d at 168. 
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contains different elements which plaintiffs must prove in order to recover."); cf. Capitol Fuels, 

Inc., v. Clark Equipment Co., 181 W. Va. 258, 260,382 S.E.2d 211,216 (1989) (fact that 

plaintiff cannot recover under strict liability theory does not bar warranty cause of action).20 

E. OTHER FEDERAL AUTHORITY IS DISTINGUISHABLE. 

The remaining federal decisions, including those that pre-date Mensing (and thus were 

not cited in McNair), are distinguishable or inapposite. These decisions can be roughly divided 

into three main "camps.,,21 

The first, and largest, "camp" consists of cases, similar to Johnson, Strayhorn, and Bell, 

supra, that were issued in one of the twenty-five states with "Product Liability Acts" that (1) 

expressly define any case involving a product caused injury as a "products-liability case" 

regardless of the theory pleaded, and (2) expressly limit liability in a product liability case to 

manufacturers of the product at issue.22 These rulings have no bearing here because West 

20 In this sense, West Virginia more closely resembles those jurisdictions that have 
recognized brand-name liability for injuries caused by mislabeled generic drugs. See, e.g., Wyeth 
v. Weeks, 159 So.3d 649 (Ala. 1014); Kellogg v. Wyeth, 762 F. Supp. 2d 694 (D. Vt. 2010); Conte 
v. Wyeth, Inc., 168 Cal.App.4th 89, Cal.Rptr.3d 299 (2008). 

21 This brief does not attempt to list all the federal authority on this issue; it merely 
highlights the leading cases for illustrative purposes. 

22 See generally Victor E. Schwartz, Warning: Shifting Liability to Manufacturers of 
Brand-Name Medicines When the Harm Was Allegedly Caused by Generic Drugs Has Severe Side 
Effects, et. ai, 81 Fordham L. Rev. 1835, 1861 (2013) (citing states and collecting cases). As the 
authors explain, "Most of these statutes were enacted in the 1980s and 1990s along the lines of the 
Uniform Product Liability Act ... or other model acts." Id. (footnotes omitted). "Many of these 
laws define 'product liability action' as including any action for personal injury or death caused 
by warnings, instructions, marketing, packaging, or labeling of a product regardless of the 
substantive legal theory or theories upon which the action is brought. This includes injuries 
allegedly caused by generic drugs." /d. at 1861-62 (footnote omitted). 
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Virginia declined to adopted such a statute and, as a result, does not lump all tort cases into one 

category simply because the instrument of injury was a "product." 

A second "camp" consists of courts that more or less blindly followed the Fourth 

Circuit's decision in Foster, 29 F.3d 165, which-as explained above-was premised on the 

mistaken belief that "as an expert, a manufacturer ofgeneric products is responsible for the 

accuracy oflabels placed on its products." Id. at 170. Because Foster's core premise-that 

generic manufacturers are responsible for altering their own labels when post approval safety 

concerns arose-is wrong, Foster itself was wrong, and all the decisions that rely on it are also 

wrong.23 

A third "camp" consists of courts that rely heavily on public policy reasons to reject 

brand-name liability for generic injuries, as the Sixth Circuit did in In re Darvocet, Darvon, and 

Propoxphene Products Liability Litig., 656 F.3d 917, 945 (6th Cir. 2014) (citing, inter alia, the 

"grave policy consequences associated with recognizing brand manufacturer liability," such as 

"few innovative drugs"). That conclusion is wholly unconvincing for all the reasons set forth 

23 See, e.g., Smith v. Wyeth, Inc., 657 F.3d. 420, 424 (6th Cir. 2011) (noting that "[t]he 
leading case is Foster ... " and relying on same); Mensing v. Wyeth, 588 F.3d 603, 613 (8th Cir. 
2009) (relying on Foster and noting that the "overwhelming majority of courts" follow Foster's 
faulty analysis), vacated in part and reinstated in part, Mensing v. Wyeth, Inc., 588 F.3d 603 (8th 

Cir. 2009); Meade v. Parsley, No. 09-388, 2009 WL 3806716, at *3 (S.D.W. Va. Nov. 13,2009) 
(rejecting brand-name liability for generic injuries without any analysis, citing Foster); Stoddard 
v. Wyeth, Inc., 630 F. Supp. 2d 631, 634 (E.D.N. Car. 2009) (adopting Foster with no analysis; 
cited in Meade); Swicegood v. Pliva Inc., 543 F. Supp. 2d 1351, 1358 (N.D. Ga. 2008) (finding, 
incorrectly, that ""the generic manufacturer was not bound by [the brand-name manufacturer's] 
label ... " and holding that "1 am persuaded by the leading authority for this line ofcases, the Fourth 
Circuit's decision in Foster ... "; cited in Meade); Cola cicco v. Apotex, Inc. 432 F. Supp. 2d 514, 
543 (E.D. Pa. 2006) (observing that, "[n]otably, the Foster decision has encountered widespread 
acceptance; a review of case law reveals that every state and federal district court which has 
confronted the issue of innovator drug-manufacturer liability has either adopted the Foster 
reasoning or cited Foster with approval"), aff'd on other grounds, (3d Cir. 2008), vacated on other 
grounds, cert. granted, 556 U.S. 1101 (2009). 
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above: in reality, public policy strongly favors imposing tort Jiability on brand-name 

manufacturers for injuries caused by inadequately labeled generic drugs. 24 

* * * 

In the final analysis, it bears repeating that the duty at issue in this case is neither novel 

nor exotic. Janssen already has a duty under federal law to revise the label of a brand-name drug 

"as soon as there is reasonable evidence of an association of a serious hazard with a drug[.]." 21 

C.F.R § 201.80(e). In this case, plaintiffs merely seek to hold Janssen liable for the foreseeable 

consequence of Janssen's breach of that preexisting federal duty. If Janssen had fulfilled its duty 

under federal law and updated the label on its drug to warn of the risk of ARDS, then the label 

on all generic versions of the drug would have also been updated. If that had happened, then 

plaintiffs would not have been injured. 

The fact that Janssen did not make the actual tablets that injured Mrs. McNair is 

irrelevant. That fact might matter in another context, but in the prescription drug industry, where 

the brand-name manufacturer writes the labels for both brand names and generic drugs, it should 

not matter one bit. Because brand-name drug manufacturers write the labels for all drugs, they 

should be liable for failing to warn of the injuries on all drugs. If they want to avoid liability, all 

they need to do is fulfill their preexisting duty to update their labels. But if they fail to do that, 

they should be held liable to the consumers who suffer as a result of their misconduct. 

24 In reaching the opposite conclusion, In re Darvocet relied exclusively on two pages from 
a single law review article that opined, without any evidence, that brand-name liability would harm 
the pharmaceutical industry. See id. at 944 (citing Victor E. Schwartz et al., Warning: Shifting 
Liability to Manufacturers ofBrand-Name Medicines When the Harm Was Allegedly Caused by 
Generic Drugs Has Severe Side Effects, 81 Fordham L. Rev. 1835, 1870-71 (2013)). 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs pray this Court certify that Plaintiffs have claims 

under West Virginia law for strict liability and negligence to hold a brand name manufacturer 

liable for foreseeable injuries caused by its misrepresentations about the risks of its own drug 

that injure consumers of generic versions of that drug. 

Dated: October 30,2017 
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